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BOOKS

ABCs of Mathematics Each page in this mathematical primer features multiple levels of text so that
the book grows along with your little mathematician. Read just one line of text per page to start or linger
on the longer descriptions as your baby’s vocabulary expands. This alphabetical installment of the Baby
University board book series is the perfect way to introduce basic concepts to even the youngest mathematician. Ages 3–5 yrs. By Chris Ferrie. Sourcebooks Jabberwocky; sourcebooks.com; $10.

MUSIC

Compiled by Véronique F. Saiya

Eerie Elementary: Classes Are Canceled! (#7) Eerie Elementary is falling
apart! Floors are splitting, walls are crumbling, and students are in serious danger! Principal Winik announces
that the school must be torn down. But Sam, Lucy, and Antonio are not sure that is the answer . . . Could
this all be part of Orson Eerie’s plan to live forever? Sam and his friends must work fast to find out! Ages 6 +
(newly independent readers). By Jan Brett. Scholastic Inc.; scholastic.com; $5.

Descendants The diverse soundtrack features a pulsating dance song
“Rotten to the Core,” a percussion dance number “Did I Mention?” (by Grammy and Emmy award
winner Adam Schlesinger), a stirring ballad “If Only” (by Adam Anders of Glee), a hip-hop a capella
take on “Be Our Guest,” a comedic Broadway-esque tune “Evil Like Me” (by Tony award nominee
Andrew Lippa), a finale anthem “Set It Off,” and a bonus track “Rotten to the Core.” All ages. Walt
Disney Records; music.disney.com; CD/$10.

Joyful Toddlers and Preschoolers Imagine a life where your child is
happy to do what you ask and is able to recover and move on easily when disappointed. Imagine getting
all of your housework done while your child plays or happily helps alongside you. And imagine feeling
confident in your skills to help kids navigate the waters of social interactions with one another. Faith
Collins shows parents of kids who are extra sensitive, demanding, needy, belligerent, or all at the same
time how to make these visions a reality. By Faith Collins. Hohm Press; hohmpress.com; $21.
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All the Crooked Saints Visitors to Bicho Raro, Colorado, are apt to find a landscape of dark saints,
forbidden love, scientific dreams, miracle-mad owls, estranged affections, a few orphans, and a sky full of
watchful stars. At the heart of it, you will find the Soria family, who all have the ability to perform unusual
miracles. And at the heart of this family are three cousins longing to change its future: Beatriz, the girl
without feelings who wants only to be free to examine her thoughts; Daniel, the Saint of Bicho Raro, who
performs miracles for everyone but himself; and Joaquin, who spends his nights running a renegade radio
station under the name Diablo Diablo. Ages 12+. By Maggie Stiefvate; Scholastic Press; scholastic.com; $12.

Why Won’t You Apologize? Dr. Harriet Lerner has been studying apologies—and why some people won’t give them—for more than two decades.
Now she offers compelling stories and solid theory that bring home how much
the simple apology matters and what is required for healing when the hurt we’ve
inflicted (or received) is far from simple. Readers will learn how to craft a deeply
meaningful “I’m sorry” and avoid apologies that only worsen the original injury.
By Harriet Lerner, Ph.D. Touchstone; simonandschusterpublishing.com; $13.

Music for Children, Music by Children This rich collection of
28-tracks invites listeners of all ages to revel and participate in the colorful
world of Smithsonian Folkways’ children’s music collection, with both music created “for children,”
showcasing our most celebrated storytellers and songwriters, and “by children,” featuring the unique
ways children express and understand themselves and the world through song. All ages. Smithsonian
Folkways; amazon.com; CD/$12.
david gibb: Climb That Tree Catchy tunes and family-friendly topics
(such as the family cat and dog being best friends) are treated in a way that really resonates with children,
without being sentimental or resorting to base humor. It is a genuinely warm record, full of hooks kids
will enjoy singing along to and melodic depth that is missing in many mainstream releases. Adults might
detect the influences from indiepop, blues, disco, and folk. All ages. Imports;
amazon.com; CD/$24.

Harry Potter: A Journey Through a History of Magic Explore artifacts released from the archives of the British Library, unseen sketches, manuscript
pages from J.K. Rowling, and incredible illustrations from artist Jim Kay. Discover the
truth behind the origins of the Philosopher’s Stone, monstrous dragons, and troublesome trolls; examine
real-life wands, and find out what actually makes a mandrake scream; pore over remarkable pages from
da Vinci’s notebook; and discover the oldest atlas of the night sky. Ages 8+. Arthur
A. Levine Books; amazon.com; $16.

The Grown-Up’s Guide to Teenage Humans Josh Shipp explores the need for mutual
respect, trust, and encouragement. He identifies three key mindsets crucial to understanding teens.
He breaks down the distinct phases of teenage life, examining the challenges at each phase, and offers
revelatory stories that take us deep inside the teen brain. Shipp also shares field-tested, game-changing
strategies from top professionals and provides word-for-word scripts that troubleshoot over twenty
common teen issues, including ownership, communication, trust, bullying, and
awkward conversations. By Josh Shipp. Harper Wave; harperwave.com; $16.

the Laurie Berkner band: The Dance Remixes Engineered by three-time Grammy-winner
Dave Darlington, the 14-track album presents an exciting new take on songs that have become early
childhood cornerstones for an entire generation, now remixed as great dancing tunes for toddlers,
tweens, teens, and beyond. Older kids will fondly recognize the catchy songs they grew up with, like
“Victor Vito,” “Bumblebee (Buzz Buzz),” and “My Family,” while preschoolers new to Laurie’s music will
have great fun boogieing to all the infectious beats. All ages. Two Tomatoes; laurieberkner.com; CD/$10.

Mune: Guardian of the Moon In a land far away, the sun and moon shine only thanks
to heroic Guardians. But when an unlikely little creature, Mune, is chosen to be the new Guardian
of the Moon, a vengeful ex-Guardian takes advantage of his inexperience and steals the sun! Now
Mune must team up with Sohone, the swaggering Guardian of the Sun, and Glim, a headstrong girl
with a taste for adventure, to rescue the sun and save their world. Rated PG.
Universal Studios Home Entertainment; uphe.com; Blu-Ray/$26.
The Nut Job 2: Nutty By Nature Surly and his cohorts are faced with
stopping the mayor of Oakton City before he creates the strange amusement park of his dreams. Working together, these friends want to prove that
anything is possible with teamwork. The question is whether or not they
will be able to achieve their lofty goal in time. Rated PG. Universal Studios Home Entertainment;
uphe.com; Blu-Ray/$26.
The Dragon Pearl Josh (Louis Corbett) and Ling (Li Lin Jin)
thought they were in for a boring vacation with each of their parents at
an archaeological dig in China. It turns into an adventure of a lifetime
when they discover a mournful dragon trapped deep inside a mystical temple. According to
ancient legend, the dragon is missing its life force, a sacred pearl that is hidden away in a secret
chamber. Josh and Ling must battle evil forces (and skeptical parents) in
their heart-stopping journey to return the pearl. Rated PG. Fries Home
Video; amazon.com; Blu-Ray/$20.
Spider-Man: Homecoming Thrilled by his experience with the
Avengers, Peter Parker (Tom Holland) returns home, where he lives with his Aunt May, under
the watchful eye of his new mentor Tony Stark. Peter tries to fall back into his normal daily routine—distracted by thoughts of proving himself to be more than just your friendly neighborhood
Spider-Man but when the Vulture (Michael Keaton) emerges as a new villain, everything that Peter
holds dear will be threatened. Rated PG-13. Sony Pictures; sonypictures.com/movies; Blu-Ray/$23.
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